
USH Unit 1 Test 2019 Score:

1.    According to Locke, people have the right to rebel against or abolish the
government when it
A Relies only on reason

B Does not protect people’s natural rights

C Is a monarchy

D Does not have separation of powers

2.    Montesquieu’s ideas led to
A Three branches in the federal government

B The Bill of Rights

C Direct election of the president

D Trial by jury

3.    The Boston Massacre motivated many Americans because it violated the
natural right to
A Liberty

B Life

C Pursuit of Happiness

D Property
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4.    The cartoon draws attention to the plight of
A the Pilgrims in a new and hostile environment

B Native Americans, who are about to lose their land to European
settlers

C the arrival of slaves and women in the new world in 1619

D the lack of hygiene and medical knowledge among the Puritans

5.    "The authors and promoters of this desperate conspiracy have... meant only to
amuse, by vague expressions of attachment to the parent state, and the strongest
protestations of loyalty to me, whilst they are preparing for general revolt... The
resolutions of Parliament breathed a spirit of moderation and forbearance; conciliatory
propositions accompanied the measures taken to enforce authority... I have acted with
the same temper, anxious to prevent, if it had been possible...the calamities which are
inseparable from a state of war; still hoping that my people in America would have
discerned the traitorous views of their leaders, and have been convinced, that to be a
subject of Great Britain, with all of its consequences, id to be the freest member of any
civil society in the known world."

-King George III, Speech to Parliament, October 27, 1775

King George's rejection of the Olive Branch Petition demonstrates that he
believed that most colonists
A were personally loyal to him

B blamed Parliament for their problems

C had always planned to revolt

D failed to understand his policies

6.    What is one example of how the American colonists “petitioned for redress” the
English government?
A Olive Branch Petition

B Constitution

C Bill of Rights

D Declaration of Independence

7.    The Declaration of Independence states that all people have unalienable rights,
which are rights
A Given by the consent of the people

B To be free of taxation

C That the government cannot take away

D That Congress can grant.
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8.    We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.

–The Declaration of Independence

The idea included in the excerpt from the Declaration of Independence can be
attributed to
A Locke

B Montesquieu

C Rousseau

D Voltaire

9.    Which of the following was NOT a true statement about American colonists
A Colonists were upset about taxation without representation

B Colonists were upset that the king did not visit the colonies often
enough.

C Colonists were upset that the king was not willing to listen to their
complaints and suggestions about improving the government in the
colonies.

D .Colonists were upset that British soldiers were too violent and did not really protect them.

10.    The Great Compromise was important because:
A It stated that slaves would be treated as 3/5 of a person

B It ended slavery in the United States

C It convinced the anti-federalists to ratify the Constitution.

D It made the small states and the large states feel that they were being
treated equally.

11.    This political cartoon refers to the controversial and imbalanced interaction
between...
A George Washington and Martha Washington

B George Washington and Alexander Hamilton

C Thomas Jefferson and Martha Jefferson

D Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings
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12.    How does the Constitution limit the power of the federal government and
prevent tyranny?
A By having checks and balances among three branches of government

B By having a single leader with full power

C By giving sttaes power to control foreign affairs

D By ensuring states have equal representation

13.    Which laws are the supreme law of the land?
A Declaration of Independence

B Constitution

C Civil War

D Legislative

14.    A woman has been arrested for having a pistol that was licensed to her
brother. She is jailed for 10 yearsbefore her trial begins. Under which amendment
have her rights been violated?
A 1st amendment, freedom of speech, religion, press,right to assembly

and petition

B 2nd amendment, the right to bear arms

C 4th amendment, arrests and searches

D 6th amendment, right to a speedy and fair trial.

15.    No person shall be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy
of life and limb is apart of which amendment?
A 1st

B 4th

C 5th

D 8th
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16.    A newspaper is shut down for writing an article about Donald Trump.

Which phrase makes this type of activity a violation of the Bill of Rights?
A ...nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put

in jeopardy of life or limb...

B Congress shall make no law,,,prohibiting petition the Government for
a redress of grievances

C The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers...

D Congress shall make no law,,,prohibiting freedom of speech, or of the press

17.    Which of the following is NOT a true statement about United States chattel
slavery?
A Black Freeman often were kidnapped into slavery

B Slaves were chattel and could be bough sold and mortgaged

C Children of enslaved people were free

D Slaves could not claim any property rights

18.    According to the graph, in which decade did the import of enslaved Africans
peak?
A 1721-1730

B 1741-1750

C 1751-1760

D 1761-1770

19.    The enslaved people represented by the graph most typically settled in which
of the following regions of the United States?
A Ohio Valley of the Midwest

B Chesapeake Region of the South

C New England of the Northeast

D French Canada
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20.    What was significant about the Dred Scott decision and the Fugitive slave law?
A It settled the slavery issue in America

B It basically made slavery legal in all states

C It gave slaves their freedom

D It caused the south to succeed from the union

21.    Why did the territory gained by the Louisiana Purchase and the Mexican
American war create conflict?
A new territory was expensive to maintain

B states created wanted more power than the federal government

C The US was divided over slavery in new territories

D France and Mexico fought over loss of their land

22.    What was the name of the agreement that added California as a free state
from Mexican Territory lost in war?
A Californios

B Compromise of 1850

C California Compromise

D Wilmot Proviso

23.    What was an abolitionist?
A Europeans coming to America

B people who wanted slavery expanded

C people who wanted slavery outlawed

D Thomas Jefferson

24.    Scholars agree that there are many factors involved in the causes of the Civil
War. However, most agree that the MAIN cause for the breakout of the Civil War
was
A The North hated the South

B The North forced the South to abolish slavery.

C The South forced the North to allow slavery in every state

D Major clashes in culture and economy related to
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